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A theoretical study of the first-order resonance Raman
optical activity (ROA) of a single-walled carbon nan-
otube (SWCNT) is presented for the first time. Tight-
binding (TB) Raman and ROA scattering tensors are
combined with precise first principles harmonic vibra-
tional modes to obtain scattering intensities. This com-
putational protocol for Raman and ROA spectra has been
tested previously for chiral fullerenes, such as C76 (J.
Chem. Phys., 140, 044112, 2014). In the present study,

this methodology is validated against density functional
theory for the alternative case of C84. TB spectral shapes
are found to be reliable to determine the absolute con-
figuration of these cage like carbon structures with rela-
tively small curvature. Utilizing the same method, ROA
intensities of the (6,5) SWCNT are calculated for three
vibrational modes, RBM, G− and G+. This tube exhibits
approximately five orders of magnitude stronger ROA
intensity compared to typical chiral molecules.
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1 Introduction As the complete control of the abso-
lute configuration of chiral fullerenes and single-walled
carbon nanotubes (SWCNT) becomes increasingly impor-
tant in applications, more attention turns towards the sep-
aration and characterization of these chiral carbon nanos-
tructures (CCNS) (1; 2). CCNS are inherently chiral, which
results from the lack of mirror symmetry in their structure.
The two non-identical mirror image structures, called an
enantiomeric pair, are often present in equivalent quanti-
ties, due to achiral synthesis conditions. Enrichment in a
single enantiomer of both fullerenes and carbon nanotubes
has been achieved only recently (3; 4; 5). Chiral systems
exhibit optical activity, i.e. interact differently with left
and right circularly polarized light, which is exploited in
many variants of chiroptical spectroscopy (6). So far elec-
tronic circular dichroism (ECD) (6) was the only tool ap-
plied for experimental and theoretical investigations of chi-
ral fullerenes (1; 7; 8) and SWCNT (9; 10; 11).

In this study, we investigate vibrational Raman optical
activity (ROA) of CCNS, when optical activity is accom-
panied by inelastic light scattering and vibrational transi-

tion (12). ROA is an excellent complementary method to
ECD, since sampling molecular vibrations often reveals
much more structural information when studying molec-
ular systems (6; 12; 13). Additionally, all well established
Raman techniques for SWCNT characterization (14) may
be transferable to ROA.

CCNS ROA measurements have not been reported yet
and only a single theoretical ROA study of chiral fullerenes
has been published by some of us (15). ROA spectra can
not be assigned without computational aid justifying our
present focus on the simulation part. Two main factors
make ROA computation challenging (16). Firstly, ROA in-
tensities and peak signs are extremely sensitive to the ac-
curacy of calculated molecular structure and harmonic vi-
brational modes. Secondly, ROA tensors determining scat-
tering intensities are in fact third order properties and have
to be evaluated for each individual normal mode.

According to numerical experience (16; 17; 18), time-
dependent density functional theory (TD-DFT) provides
sufficiently good description of the electronic structure for
ROA computations. Although, the recent progress in com-
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2 Peter R. Nagy et al.: Resonance Raman optical activity of chiral carbon nanostructures

putational ROA is remarkable (19; 20; 21), CCNS sys-
tems accommodating hundreds of carbon atoms are out of
the reach of these efficient DFT implementations. Conse-
quently, in our previous study (15), we tested various π-
electron models against accurate TD-DFT results on small
fullerenes. We have concluded, that for fullerenes ab ini-
tio quality ROA spectra can be obtained, if the electron–
photon and electron–vibron interactions described by a π-
electron model are combined with precise DFT geome-
try and vibrational modes. If the fullerene curvature, i.e.
the rehybridization effect is small enough, even a nearest-
neighbour tight-binding (TB) π-electron model reproduces
the shape of the ab initio ROA and experimental Raman
spectra. The TB absolute intensities are found to be accu-
rate within two orders of magnitude. Strong rehybridiza-
tion can also be taken into account using a generalized
π-electron model, which incorporates interactions between
all sites (15).

In this paper, we present further validation of the TB
model of Ref. (15) against TD-DFT Raman and ROA spec-
tra for a fullerene with relatively low curvature, namely
C84. Experimental Raman intensities and a SWCNT Ra-
man resonance profile is also reproduced with good agree-
ment. Using this validated TB model, the first SWCNT res-
onance ROA intensities are presented for the (6,5) tube.

2 Theoretical background

2.1 Model Hamiltonian and multipole integrals
A nearest-neighbour one-electron tight-binding model is
adopted throughout the present study. Assuming symme-
try adapted, orthogonal atomic orbitals (χµ(k)) the field-
independent Hamiltonian is given as:

Ĥ =

∫

dk
∑

µ ν

hµν(k)
∑

σ

χ+
µσ(k)χ

−

νσ(k) , (1)

where χ+
µσ(k) (χ−

νσ(k)) refers to creation (annihilation)

operators of χµ(k) orbitals with spin σ:

χµ(k) =

√

a

2π
lim

N→∞

1
√
2N + 1

N
∑

n=−N

einkaT̂naχµ . (2)

Functions χµ are orthogonal atomic orbitals of the refer-
ence unit cell. We consider a one-dimensional system ly-
ing parallel to the z axis and a denotes the lattice constant

in that direction. Operator T̂na translates χµ function with
n · a in the z direction. The present model considers only
one π-electron per atom and the TB hopping integrals, hµν

are only nonzero if atoms µ and ν are nearest neighbours:

hµν = −h0 e
−ζRµν . (3)

Rµν is the bond length between atoms µ and ν and param-

eters h0 = 243.50486 eV and ζ = 0.3074518 Å−1 are
fitted to experimental excitation energies of ethylene and

poly-acetylene (22; 23). Since all atoms are identical, di-
agonal elements of the Hamiltonian are chosen to be zero.
The TB lattice sum takes the simple form in Eq. (1):

hµν(k) =
a

2π

(

e−ikahµ,ν−1 + hµν + eikahµ,ν+1

)

,

where indices ν−1 and ν+1 refer to atom ν in the unit cell
that precedes and follows the cell of atom µ. The TB model
for finite systems can be considered as the k = 0 and N =
0 special case of the above.

Electron–photon interaction in ROA scattering is de-
scribed by multipole moments coupled to corresponding
components of the electromagnetic field, namely electric
and magnetic dipole and electric quadrupole moments. We
apply the zero differential overlap (ZDO) approximation
to compute multipole moment integrals on the basis of Eq.
(2). The approximations in the ZDO multipole integrals
and in the nearest-neighbour TB Hamiltonian matrix ele-
ments of Eq. (3) are in accord. Explicit formulae of ZDO
multipole integrals can be found in Ref. (15) for finite sys-
tem. Matrix elements of the translational symmetry con-
serving parts (24) of these multipole operators are anal-
ogous. The detailed derivation is going to be shown in a
subsequent paper (25).

2.2 Spectral intensities First order Raman and ROA
intensities are determined by polarizability tensors and
electromagnetic wave polarization vectors of the inci-
dent and scattered light. In the Placzek approximation (6)
of these tensors light-matter interaction is treated semi-
classically. Additionally, only the lowest order electron–
photon coupling terms are taken into account (i.e. dipole
approximation in case of the Raman-tensor) and the vibra-
tion of the nuclei are described by a harmonic oscillator
wavefunction. Using time-dependent perturbation theory
and the short-time approximation to describe resonances
(19), all three first order Raman and ROA tensors read as

ταβ [d
α, V β ] = (4)

2

∫ occ
∑

j

virt
∑

a

(

dαja(k)V
β
aj(k)

ωaj(k)− ω − iΓ
+

V β
ja(k) d

α
aj(k)

ωaj(k) + ω + iΓ

)

dk ,

where multipole moments, V β are defined below. Indices
j, a refer to occupied and virtual molecular orbitals, ω de-
notes the energy of the incident light (h̄ = 1) and ωaj(k) =
εa(k) − εj(k) quantities are orbital energy differences for
a given k value. Greek indices α, β, γ, .. denote Cartesian
components.

Damping parameter of eq. (4), Γ is in reciprocal rela-
tion to the lifetime of the virtual excited state of the scatter-
ing process (19). Let us note here, that if only one or a few
excited states are in resonance, an alternative approach can
be applied taking into account vibronic transitions (26; 27).
However, in π-electronic structures of large CCNS, many
vibronic state could be in resonance, which hinders the ex-
plicit treatment of vibronic transitions.

The electric dipole-electric dipole, i.e. Raman tensor
determines the dipole moment induced by the electric field:
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ααβ = ταβ [d
α, dβ ]. Similarly, the electric dipole-magnetic

dipole tensor is G ′

αβ = Im
(

ταβ [d
α,mβ ]

)

and the elec-
tric dipole-electric quadrupole tensor is given as Aα,βγ =
ταβ [d

α, θβγ ] (6). Polarizability tensors for finite systems
can be derived from the above taking the limit of k = 0. In
Placzek’s approximation only first derivatives of the above
transition polarizabilities contribute to the scattering inten-
sities, according to the Herzberg-Teller expansion (6):

τpαβ =

(

∂ταβ
∂Qp

)

0

Numerical differentiation with respect to normal coor-
dinates, Qp are carried out using a step size of 10−3

bohr. Note that derivatives τpαβ incorporate both electron–
phonon and photon–phonon coupling.

Typically, ROA is measured in solution phase, in which
case tensor derivatives have to be averaged over all possible
spatial orientations. The resulting spectroscopic invariants
necessary in our case are as follow:

βS(α)
2, βA(α)

2, βS(G
′)2, βS(A)

2 and βA(A)
2,

using conventional notations (12; 19). Raman and ROA
scattering cross sections are evaluated for the experimen-
tally available backscattering arrangement with unpolar-
ized incident light (12):

dσRaman
u = K

[

90Tr(α2) + 14 βS(α)
2 + 10βA(α)

2
]

, (5)

∆dσROA
u =

4K

c

[

12 βS(G
′)2 + 4 βS(A)

2 + 2 βA(A)
2
]

, (6)

where K = (1/90) (µ0/(4π))
2
(ω − ωp)

3
ω and µ0 is the

permeability of vacuum, c is the speed of light andωp is the
harmonic frequency associated to normal mode Qp. Ra-
man and ROA intensities have the same form as the cross
sections in Eqs. (5) and (6), with K = 1 prefactor.

2.3 Dynamical matrix and normal modes Normal
modes of fullerenes are obtained by the traditional GF
method. To reduce the computational cost of the normal
modes of carbon nanotubes in their translational unit cell,
helical symmetry can be exploited. The translational unit
cell of a nanotube can be built from two carbon atoms in
its helical unit cell using rotations and screw axis symme-
try operations (28). Analogously, it is sufficient to compute
force constant matrix elements between these two atoms in
the reference helical cell and their images to construct the
dynamical matrix in the translational unit cell. The result-
ing Nh6×6Hessian elements are transformed by the above
symmetry operations to obtain the missing elements of the
dynamical matrix (28; 29; 30). (Nh is the number of heli-
cal symmetry equivalent atom pairs in the translational unit
cell.) Finally, normal modes in the translational picture are
obtained by diagonalization.

3 Results and discussion Raman and ROA scatter-
ing cross sections are computed for a chiral fullerene and a
chiral SWCNT.

3.1 Computational details One of the most com-
mon and intensively studied chiral fullerene (1; 5; 31), C84

has been chosen to assess the TB approximation against
TD-DFT ROA spectrum. There are 24 isolated pentagon
rule obeying isomers of C84, from which the common and
stable isomer with D2 point group symmetry is number 22,
using standard nomenclature (1). All spectra are reported
for the fC-D2-C84(22) configuration (32). In the following
we refer to this structure shortly as C84.

In the absence of experimental ROA measurements
for CCNS, accurate ab initio computations can serve as
benchmark for TB results. Exploiting full spatial symmetry
of D2-C84 the TD-DFT ROA spectrum is computed with
B3LYP density functional and rDSP basis set (33). For
fullerenes, rDSP is identical to 3-21+G and it is a computa-
tionally affordable basis set, that can provide ROA spectra
in good agreement with experiment for molecular systems
(20; 34). TB polarizability tensor derivatives are computed
by a local implementation.

C84 equilibrium structure and normal modes are ob-
tained at the B3LYP/6-31G* level of theory with the Gaus-
sian 09 program package (35). The necessary components
of the dynamical matrix of (6,5) have been calculated us-
ing the VASP program (36) with 400 eV plane wave en-
ergy cutoff. Additional details can be found in Ref. (37).
For SWCNT (6,5), the three Raman active modes of in-
terest are the radial breathing mode (RBM) and the two
tangential modes, G− and G+. Vibrational frequencies as
computed by the above method are 315.8 cm−1 , 1549.6
cm−1 and 1594.7 cm−1 , respectively.

Following the protocol established in Ref. (15), the
ab initio molecular structure and vibrational modes un-
derlying the TD-DFT and TB tensor derivatives are the
same. Thus, only the quality of the Raman and ROA ten-
sor derivatives wrt. Cartesian coordinates is tested, when
TD-DFT and TB spectra are compared.

Raman and ROA cross sections for a given vibrational
frequency are depicted as Lorentzian curves with 5 cm−1

linewidth. The spectral region of C84 in Figs. 1 and 2 are
split into two intervals: [200 cm−1 , 1000 cm−1 ] and [1000
cm−1 , 1800 cm−1 ]. Separate presentation of these two
ranges allows better perceptibility of the less intense peaks
in the smaller wavenumber region. To assist visual com-
parison further, areas below spectral curves are normal-
ized separately for the split intervals. Relative normaliza-
tion factors (RNFs) shown in figure labels as ”xRNF” are
ratios of the reference TD-DFT and the analyzed TB areas
under spectral curve. RNFs are indicators of the agreement
in relative intensity, while peak structures can be compared
best on the normalized spectra.

SWCNT scattering cross sections are evaluated at
incident light frequencies close to resonance. Although
damping parameter Γ is generally system dependent,
Γ = 0.109 eV has been applied in all presented com-
putations (19). Numerical integration for polarizabilities
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in the translational Brillouin zone has converged using 41
equidistantly placed points.

3.2 C84 fullerene Raman spectra of C84 are plot-
ted in Fig. 1 at 1064 nm incident light. The experimen-
tal spectrum available for a smaller wavenumber region
([200 cm−1 , 500 cm−1 ]) (38) compares well with the
B3LYP/rDSP spectrum. We therefore conclude that, the
quality of the TB spectrum can be evaluated against the
B3LYP/rDSP. Inspecting Fig. 1, one can find good agree-
ment in the relative peak intensities of the TB and B3LYP
methods, especially in the higher wavenumber region. The
TB absolute intensities are overestimated by two orders of
magnitude compared to DFT. As pointed out in Ref. (15),
this behavior is typical for the TB method and originates
mainly in the underestimated HOMO-LUMO gap, which
appears in the denominator of Eq. (4).

 200  400  600  800

                                                  Frequency of vibration (cm
−1

)

A
TB, x0.039

B3LYP, rDSP, x1.0

 1000  1200  1400  1600

B
TB, x0.0054

B3LYP, rDSP, x1.0

Figure 1 Unpolarized backscattering Raman cross sec-
tions of C84 at 1064 nm. See text for further notations.

Additionally, there is factor of 7.2 difference in the
RNF values of the lower and higher wavenumber ranges.
This can be interpreted considering the qualitative differ-
ence in the nature of normal coordinates in these two in-
tervals. Analogously to the well-known case of C60 (39),
vibrations of C84 (and C76) with smaller frequencies show
stronger radial character, while higher-frequency normal
modes are basically tangential and contain more stretch-
ing component. Inspecting Eq. (3), it is evident, that a
TB model parametrized based on bond lengths can de-
scribe stretching modes better and approximates electron–
vibron coupling for modes with higher bond angle and
torsion component worse. Accordingly, a generalized π-
electron model, which incorporates curvature effects, per-
forms more consistently in this respect (15).

In case of ROA, due to the lack of experimental data,
comparison can only be made between TB and TD-DFT
results. ROA spectra in Fig. 2. show slightly less, but still
good agreement with TD-DFT. Only three major devia-
tions can be found, namely in peak structures around 330-
360 cm−1 , 1550-1590 cm−1 and 1640-1680 cm−1 (see

highlighted areas in Fig. 2.). TB absolute ROA intensities
are overestimated by three orders of magnitude, and RNF
values in panels A and B differ by a factor of 5.8. Obvi-
ously, errors from the curvature effects and the underesti-
mated gap appear in both Raman and ROA tensors.

 200  400  600  800  1000  1200  1400  1600

                                                  Frequency of vibration (cm
−1

)

A
TB, x0.0058

B3LYP, rDSP, x1.0

 1000  1200  1400  1600

B
TB, x0.0010

B3LYP, rDSP, x1.0

Figure 2 Unpolarized backscattering ROA cross sections
of C84 at 1064 nm. See text for further notations.

In Ref. (15) an extensive investigation has been con-
ducted for D2-C76 and D2-C28. The numerical perfor-
mance of the same TB model against TD-DFT in case of
D2-C76 is also good, in agreement with the present results
for D2-C84. However, for fullerenes with larger curvature,
such as D2-C28, TB is incapable to describe scattering
cross sections and should not be used.

Since the ROA spectra of two enantiomers are identical
in absolute value and opposite in sign, the identification
of absolute configurations is based on the intensive peaks
with matching signs and similar intensity. The majority of
ROA peaks are well-described by the TB model, thus it
can be considered a useful aid to distinguish enantiomers
of CCNS similar to higher fullerenes, such as C84 and C76.

3.3 Carbon nanotube The case of nanotubes differs
from the fullerenes in two aspects. First of all, only three
intense peaks appear in SWCNT first-order Raman spec-
trum. Secondly, SWCNT have smaller band gaps, there-
fore, the 1064 nm incident light is already close to reso-
nance with their first electronic transition. In the present
study the (6,5) tube is introduced as an illustrative example.
Detailed comparison of the ROA spectra of further nan-
otubes will be the subject of a subsequent publication (25).

Relative Raman and ROA intensities are listed in Ta-
bles 1 and 2 for several incident light frequencies. The most
intense lines of a small organic molecule, methyloxirane
(C3H4O) is chosen as reference. Our intention is to inves-
tigate trends and provide information on the intensities of
SWCNT ROA peaks compared to routinely measured chi-
ral molecules. Comparison of relative intensities is bene-
ficial, as they show smaller dependence on the vibrational
frequency of an actual normal mode and on experimental
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circumstances. Raman and ROA spectra of methyloxirane
is computed using B3LYP density functional and aug-cc-
pVDZ basis set at 1064 nm (20; 35). The reference line in-

tensities of C3H4O are 335.2 Å
4
/amu and 0.0329 Å

4
/amu

for Raman and ROA, respectively.
First, we discuss the Raman intensities in Table 1. A

significant increase of the intensity can be observed as the
frequency of the laser light is approaching 1064 nm from
both directions, which indicates a resonance behavior.

Table 1 Relative resonance Raman intensities of the
SWCNT (6,5) for various incident light frequencies.

Laser freq. [nm] RBM G− G+

532 7.98·106 1.34·108 5.13·108

1064 2.91·107 6.93·108 2.33·1010

1596 3.98·106 1.41·108 6.45·108

2128 2.80·106 1.07·108 2.93·108

To investigate this tendency further let us look at the
calculated resonance Raman profile of SWCNT (6,5) in
Fig. 3. The RBM intensity is scaled by a factor of 1000,
while G− is multiplied by 50 to match the magnitude
of G+. The region of strong resonance indicates that the
first electronic excitation energy is around 1.2 eV, in good
agreement with the experimental value of 1.26 eV (40).
Turning back to Table 1, it is obvious that 1064 nm = 1.17
eV is the closest to resonance. Higher wavelengths go away
from the resonance, while the case of 532 nm = 2.33 eV is
close to the second optical transition at 2.17 eV (40).

 0.8  0.9  1  1.1  1.2  1.3  1.4  1.5

R
am

an
 in

te
n

si
ty

 (
a.

u
.)

Frequency of incident light (eV)

RBM x1000
G

−
 x50

G
+

Figure 3 Resonance Raman profile of SWCNT (6,5) using
TB approximation.

Looking at Fig. 3 and Table 1, there is a significant dif-
ference in the relative intensities of the three Raman ac-
tive modes of (6,5). Since C84 and (6,5) have comparable
diameters, cca. 8.0 Å and 7.5 Å, curvature effects are ex-
pected to be similar. The RBM mode is subjected to the
biggest effect, due to its radial nature, while the G− and
G+ are tangential and mostly stretching modes. However,

G+ is almost parallel to the tube axis, while G− is prac-
tically perpendicular to it. That is why the G− intensity is
more affected by the curvature and deviates from the inten-
sity of G+. Therefore we take into account the unbalanced
quality of TB intensities and consider G+ intensities the
most reliable. Based on the comparison against TD-DFT
on fullerenes, TB SWCNT ROA intensities are expected to
be accurate within a few orders of magnitude and we only
draw conclusions accordingly.

Similar resonance behavior is found in case of ROA
(Table 2). Additionally, the signs, important to determine
the absolute configuration, are flipping. It is apparent from
Tables 1, 2 and Fig. 3, that Raman and consequently ROA
spectra depend strongly on the laser frequency. There
might exist a relation between the structure of SWCNT, the
laser frequency and the ROA signal sign, but the present
data are yet insufficient to study such trends in numerical
terms. Therefore, one has to rely on computational aid to
successfully assign experimental ROA SWCNT spectra.

Table 2 Relative resonance ROA intensities of the
SWCNT (6,5) for various incident light frequencies.

Laser freq. [nm] RBM G− G+

532 -1.52·105 -6.93·106 5.67·104

1064 1.13·105 5.16·106 9.68·107

1596 -1.40·104 -9.08·105 4.84·106

2128 -9.43·103 -5.67·105 3.19·106

Finally, we raise the question whether ROA of SWCNT
could in effect be measurable despite experimental difficul-
ties, such as small sample quantity and small enantiomeric
excess. Looking at Table 2, the relative ROA intensity is
almost 108 with the TB model for G+ near resonance.
Counting with the factor of 1000 overestimation in TB in-
tensity this TB result could be translated into a roughly
five order of magnitude difference between ROA intensity
of SWCNT and measurable small organic molecules. For
comparison, the same intensity ratio in case of C84 and
C76 are around 16 and 1200. This incredibly strong signal
can be attributed to two effects, to the close to resonance
laser frequency and to the uniquely long helical structure
of SWCNT and could be amplified even more with a laser
frequency tuned to an electronic transition.

4 Conclusion Theoretical Raman and ROA spectra
of chiral fullerenes and a chiral carbon nanotube have been
obtained based on the combination of TB scattering tensors
and DFT vibrational modes. This methodology is found to
be computationally efficient and reliable for CCNS accord-
ing to comparison with TD-DFT scattering cross sections.
The sign pattern of computed ROA intensities could pro-
vide the necessary aid to determine CCNS absolute con-
figurations. Intensive CCNS ROA signals being up to five
orders of magnitude stronger than the intensities of fre-
quently measured chiral molecules may motivate forth-
coming experiments.
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6 Peter R. Nagy et al.: Resonance Raman optical activity of chiral carbon nanostructures

Besides TB and DFT ROA spectra of C84, first-order
resonance ROA intensities of the (6,5) nanotube is evalu-
ated for the first time. Intensities as a function of incident
laser frequency show a resonance profile, similar to the
well-known case of the Raman spectra of SWCNT. There-
fore tuning the laser frequency to an electronic transition,
absolute configuration of a single nanotube might be deter-
mined with ROA microscopy.
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